The brain mechanisms underlying visual object categorization remain unclear. In this issue of Neuron, Minamimoto and colleagues introduce a novel task that associates each category with a different incentive value, and they demonstrate that it can be learned within a single session even after ablation of the lateral prefrontal cortex.
The notion of ''top-down control'' by which prefrontal cortex (PFC) exerts executive control over cognitive processes operating in posterior brain regions has been evoked to explain a wide range of cognitive functions. For example, it has been suggested that top-down signals from PFC to the temporal cortex may trigger mnemonic recollection (Miyashita and Hayashi, 2000) , to the parietal cortex may control attention (Buschman and Miller, 2007) , and to the anterior cingulate cortex may help resolve conflict (see Mansouri et al., 2009 , for a discussion). Given that neuronal responses related to visual categorization have been found in inferior temporal cortex (IT) as well as in the lateral PFC (LPFC) (Freedman and Miller, 2008; Sigala, 2004) and given that complex goal-directed behavior often depends on decisions conditional on the categorization of visual stimuli, it is natural to enquire whether top-down influences from LPFC to posterior cortical regions are necessary for visual categorization.
In this issue of Neuron, Minamimoto et al. (2010) show that large LPFC lesions that encompass both dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC) and ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC) in macaques are without effect on macaques' abilities to perceptually categorize visual stimuli in a novel behavioral task ( Figure 1A ) in which the animals are trained to release a lever when a square target changes from red to green. A key task feature is that some of the trials are cued by a background visual stimulus to be high incentive in that they lead to two immediate drops of juice reward, whereas others are low incentive and lead to one drop of delayed juice reward. Although the animals need not attend to this picture cue to complete the task, it is a robust observation that they respond more quickly and accurately in the high incentive than low incentive trials. In a control condition the cue for each incentive value is a fixed pattern, whereas in an experimental condition the cue is categorical (e.g., any stimulus from a set of dog pictures indicates high incentive, whereas any cat picture indicates low incentive). Minamimoto et al. show that animals rapidly (within a single session) come to respond as quickly and as accurately in trials with high incentive categorical cues as they previously did with a high incentive pattern cue. Furthermore, they can generalize to novel items from each category at an accuracy rate indistinguishable from that seen for familiar stimuli. The LPFC lesion was without any effect on any of these measures and also had no effect on the learning of new categories; speed of learning and sensitivities to the categories as assessed by stimulus-bystimulus receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses were also unaffected. The authors naturally conclude that visual categorization in their task occurs without top-down influence from LPFC.
In this task, the cue (categorical or pattern) immediately provides the animal with important information: if it indicates a high incentive trial the animal is prepared to wait a short time for two drops of juice, whereas if it indicates a low incentive trial the animal learns to avoid a long wait for one drop of juice and aborts the current trial ready for the next one. Neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) can distinguish between different volumes of reward and respond to reward-predicting stimuli based on previous experience in as little as a few trials (Schultz and Tremblay, 2006) . OFC receives visual inputs from the temporal lobe and has rich anatomical connections with other areas that can form associations between objects and rewards, as well as areas that can translate the outcome of motivational processing into action. It is perhaps not surprising then that LPFC lesioned animals can still perform a straightforward perceptual categorization task, where the rules of categorization remain stable during the learning and testing phases.
Nonetheless, this leaves a puzzle, namely how best to account for the distinct patterns of neuronal responses observed in LPFC of monkeys performing visual categorization tasks (e.g., Freedman et al., 2001 )? Might such neuronal activity be an epiphenomenon incidental to behavior with the implication that the study of neuronal responses relating to categorization in LPFC tells us nothing about the mechanisms of visual categorization? Minamimoto et al. disagree; they argue that their findings are consistent with these LPFC electrophysiological studies and point to a key difference in the design of their task and Freedman and colleagues' task concerning the separation of actions from decisions. We agree with Minamimoto et al. and will expand on this issue below, but future experiments ought to rule out that the LPFC is not simply recruited to a greater extent for more difficult perceptual categorizations (compare Figures 1A  and 1B) . The perirhinal region of the temporal lobe, where object level representations of exemplars are believed to be represented (Buckley and Gaffan, 2006) projects more heavily into OFC than VLPFC, whereas VLPFC receives stronger projections from IT (Carmichael and Price, 1995; Webster et al., 1994) , where representations are believed to be more feature-based (Tanaka, 1996) . Thus, Minamimoto et al.'s task might depend more upon processing in OFC, whereas Freedman et al.'s task, which requires visual categorization of similar morphed stimuli differing in subtle features, may depend more upon processing in VLPFC. This could easily be determined by repeating the Minamimoto et al. study with harder-to-categorize morphed stimuli.
A potentially more important difference between these two tasks is that Minamimoto et al.'s task ( Figure 1A ) affects a greater separation of the perceptual categorization from the association of category with actions. Here macaques categorize the cue immediately and proceed to act upon the information to decide whether to release the lever only after the red square turns green or to release the lever now to proceed to the next trial. In contrast, in Freedman et al.'s task ( Figure 1B ) macaques perform a delayed-match-to-category task involving categorizing a sample, holding this information in working memory, categorizing a test stimulus, comparing the sample and test stimulus categories, and based on this comparison either releasing a lever now (if match) or later when the next test item appears (if non-match). LPFC may well be necessary to support the kind of category-rule-based action selection required by the Freedman et al. tasks. Indeed, we recently showed ) that DLPFC lesions severely impair macaques' abilities to remember which abstract rule (color or shape matching) is currently reinforced in a rule-based action selection task based on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST) in which the rule reinforcement contingencies change periodically within daily sessions ( Figure 1C) . The same study showed that VLPFC lesions even impaired a version of this WCST task in which the rule contingencies remained fixed within a daily session. Although LPFC is necessary for rule-based action selection tasks, discrimination between multiple pairs of distinct visual stimuli remains unaffected by LPFC lesions (Kowalska et al., 1991) . We might therefore expect the Freedman et al. task, unlike the Minamimoto et al. task, to be impaired after LPFC lesions; whereas both tasks may be impaired after IT lesions given that IT contains information necessary for perceptual categorization (Sigala and Logothetis, 2002; Freedman et al., 2003) .
In order to assess the relative contributions of LPFC and anterior IT to the task shown in Figure 1B , Freedman et al. (2003) recorded neuronal activity in both regions. The proportions of task-modulated neurons were similarly high (80%) in both regions. In the sample presentation stage, the proportion of task-modulated neurons for both stimulus selectivity and category selectivity was higher in IT than LPFC. Later, during the test stimulus presentation stage, there was also more test category selectivity in IT than in LPFC, but there was slightly more residual sample category selectivity in LPFC than in IT. This activity might possibly help to bridge the delay for the comparison as to whether the test item category matches the sample category or not and is at least suggestive that the LPFC contributes to this process. Freedman et al. also compared the strength of the category effect in the two areas by means of a selectivity index reflecting the category boundary ( Figure 1B) ; during test presentation (when the actual comparison happens), IT cells reflect the boundary just as well as LPFC cells do. Freedman et al. (2003) also showed that cells in LPFC exhibit stronger representation of behavioral factors such as match/nonmatch status and selection of the corresponding behavioral response. Additionally, the average response latency was faster for IT than LPFC cells, indicating that category information is resolved in IT first, a finding not compatible with a top-down influence of LPFC on IT during perceptual categorization.
To conclude, the Minamimoto et al. study rules out a general top-down influence of LPFC in visual perceptual categorization but leaves open the possibility that LPFC is essential for category-based action selection. Their study exemplifies the importance of the lesion study approach for determining the necessity of brain regions for cognitive processes; neurophysiological and functional neuroimaging studies are powerful in establishing correlations between neural activity and behavior, but cannot determine causality. Future lesion studies should aim to investigate whether Minamimoto et al.'s finding generalizes across different levels and types of visual categorization; determine the necessary contributions of other brain regions in PFC and beyond; and thereby focus future investigations into the neural mechanisms of a cognitive process as important and ubiquitous as visual categorization into regions known to be necessary for supporting the behavior.
In flies, retrograde BMP signaling is an important mechanism by which postsynaptic cells regulate the structure and function of presynaptic terminals, ostensibly through changes in gene expression. Transcriptional targets, however, have remained mysterious. In this issue of Neuron, Haghighi and colleagues begin to unravel this puzzle by identifying the cytoskeletal regulator Trio.
A crucial aspect of synapse assembly is the coordinated sizing of pre-and postsynaptic structures. Studies in many systems suggest the presence of both anterograde and retrograde signals that mediate this intertwined process. A prevalent signaling mechanism that mediates retrograde control of presynaptic growth is the control of gene expression by the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) family (Aberle et al., 2002; Marqué s et al., 2002; McCabe et al., 2003; Rawson et al., 2003) . However, until now, specific BMP transcriptional targets had remained elusive. In this issue of Neuron, Ball and colleagues (Ball et al., 2010) provide the first evidence for such a target, using the Drosophila larval neuromuscular junction (NMJ) as a model system. In this preparation, the release of a BMP by postsynaptic muscles regulates the extent of presynaptic growth. During larval development, the body wall muscles undergo a massive increase in size, leading to a rapid decrease in the input resistance of the muscle membrane. To maintain synaptic efficacy, presynaptic terminals must enhance presynaptic
